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CONNECTING MAIMONIDES ALUMNI WORLDWIDE

Kol Bogrei Rambam is the Alumni Council’s monthly e-newsletter for and about Maimonides School graduates. Each month we share information on
individual graduates’ ventures and accomplishments, as well as general news notes, all reflecting the school’s mission of preparing educated, obser-
vant Jews to be contributing members of society. We invite your information, ideas and feedback—educational, professional or personal achieve-
ments, new business ventures, interesting or unusual experiences, insights on Jewish living and learning, or just greetings. Please contact us at 
alumni@maimonides.org.

Maimonides School’s newest
endowed fund, established in
memory of Rabbi Isaiah
Wohlgemuth, z”l, has surpassed its
first $100,000.

Most of the support has emanated
from three generations of
Maimonides School alumni, whose
common denominator was their
beloved teacher and his intellect,
wisdom and compassion. Donations
have been received from graduates
representing 39 classes between
1953 and 1997. The campaign is now
set to expand, to include parents of
alumni, friends of the school, recent
graduates and other former students.

Revenue generated by the
endowment principal will support
restoration of Rabbi Wohlgemuth’s
renowned course, the Upper School
Beurei HaTefilla curriculum. Although
the campaign is only a few months

old, classes in interpretation of prayer
already have begun, thanks to seed
money from Combined Jewish
Philanthropies of Greater Boston and
its Peerless Excellence program.

The response to the weekly Upper
School class has been overwhelm-
ingly positive, according to instructor
Rabbi Reuven Cohn ’65. One student
wrote to Rabbi Cohn,“In class today, I
saw people very engaged in the
conversation, and adding to it…. I
also really liked how you started the
class with explaining how alumni
always remember it, and how we’re
now continuing it. We’re now part of
a legacy! “ Another student observed,
“The fact that Rabbi Wohlgemuth
took his experience from the
Holocaust and brought good into
Judaism and the classroom is very
impressive.” And a senior, daughter of
an alumna, noted,“While many

students (and friends) view limudei
kodesh classes as ‘learning for the
test,’ many of us see tefillah as for a
greater ‘test’.”

Nearly half of the contributors to the
new fund have received a set of four
compact discs that feature several
hours of Rabbi Wohlgemuth’s
teaching. The recordings were made
on cassettes during a 1989 adult
education class, and the audio has
been enhanced. The CDs are
presented by the school to those
who donate a minimum of $250 to
the endowment. To contribute to this
effort, or to learn more about the
campaign and plans for the
endowment, contact
info@maimonides.org or 617-232-
4452, ext. 105. Gifts to the
endowment may be sent to the
school at 34 Philbrick Road,
Brookline, MA 02445.

Scores of Alumni Help Build New Beurei HaTefilla Endowment Fund

Members of the Class of ’93 at their 15th
reunion on August 24, 2008. From left:
Daniel Miller, Jeremy Thompson,
Yonathan Kaganoff, Hillel Spielman, Paul
Hurwitz, Mor (Reis) Shapiro, Batsheva
Halberstam, Dr. Yardaena Osband and
Stacey (Kepnes) Trencher.

For more reunion photos, see page 2!
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The Class of 1978’s 30th reunion on July 6, 2008. Front, from left:
Sarah Jacobs, Sara (Morgenstern) Jay, and Sandra (Cohen) Mazur;
rear, from left: Cantor Alan Sokoloff, Morry Stone and Dr. Steven
Smith.

Three Maimonides School graduates
have joined the school faculty for the
2008-2009 academic year.

Rabbi Dov Huff ’00 is part of the
core faculty of the enhanced Middle
School, teaching Judaic Studies and
serving as Grade 8 dean. Dov
received a bachelor of arts degree in
mathematics from Yeshiva University
and a master of arts in teaching from
American Jewish University in Los
Angeles. He received semicha in Israel
from Rav Zalman Nechemiah
Goldberg, and taught at Harkham
Hillel Hebrew Academy in Beverly
Hills for three years beginning in
2005. Rabbi Huff and his wife Elisha
reside in Sharon with their two
children, Tehilla Chana and Akiva.

Jessica (Dollinger) Kram ’95 is a
member of the Middle School
English faculty, and finds this to be

especially significant.“It was very
meaningful for me to have presented
my model lesson in what was Ms.
[Sharon] Steiff’s, z”l, classroom,”
Jessica observes.“I certainly feel that I
owe a great deal to her in that she
both prepared and inspired me to
become an English teacher. I know
that she would be proud of the
establishment of a true middle
school as she seemed to understand
the need for 12- and 13-year-olds to
have a lot of structure.” Jessica
earned bachelor’s and master’s
degrees from Simmons College in
English literature and teaching
English, respectively, and spent a year
at Bar-Ilan University in Israel. She
and her husband (and classmate)
Dov live in Newton with their two
children, Isabella, who just began
kindergarten at Maimonides, and
Abby.

Max Werber ’76, teaching Hebrew in
the Elementary and Middle Schools,
earned a degree in fine arts from
Bezalel Academy of Art and Design at
Hebrew University in Jerusalem. He
lived in Jerusalem for 10 years, where
he exhibited sculptures and
paintings and owned and operated
an art supply import business. He
also served in an anti-aircraft unit of
the Israeli Air Force, became a
certified Israel tour guide and taught
English as a second language. Max,
his wife Renee, and their three
daughters live in Sharon.

Other graduates who are veteran
Maimonides staff members are
Mickey Blechner Nyer ’02, Rabbi
Reuven Cohn ’65 and Maxine
(Lipis) Zizmor ’69.

Three Alumni among New Teachers as Academic Year Begins

The Class of 1998’s 10th reunion, June 29, 2008. Pictured are Noam Osband (on
sculpture), with (from left) Michelle (Humi) DeFunis, Josh Loberfeld, Ari Behar,
Dov Haselkorn, Allen Houben, Toby Kram and Daniel Toubian.
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Arieh Taube ’94 is a rare breed—a
staunch Republican in
Massachusetts. And he is looking to
move up in a hurry.

Arieh, a financial planner for Merrill
Lynch, hosts his own cable television
and radio programs, sponsors a blog
on the Internet and is planning a
2010 run for state representative in a
district that includes his home town
of Sharon. In the Bay State,“There are
not a whole lot of people willing to
stand out there and profess
Republican values,” he acknowl-
edges.

After learning in Israel for a year,
Arieh enrolled at Boston University as
a pre-medical student. But after
earning a degree in physiology, he
opted for certification as a paramedic
and joined Boston Emergency
Medical Services. Those experiences
helped shape his political ideology,
Arieh believes. Following years of
intense interest in local and national
politics,“I felt it was time for me to
get more involved. My core beliefs
and values are overwhelmingly
conservative and thus my alignment
is more on the Republican end. The
first step was to get involved with my
town committee.”That was in 2006,
and now he serves as the
committee’s chairman.

His first venture into media began
about a year ago, through one of the
Sharon public access channels, where
his recorded programs feature
monologues as well as interviews
with office-holders, candidates and
other people in the news.“I transfer

the video to digital and upload it
onto my website (www.powerpoli-
ticstv.com),” he notes. Next,“I wanted
to do something that had a live
component to it, so I looked around
for a station that would allow a
weekly two-hour radio talk show.” He
found that niche on WKBR of
Brockton, and “Power Politics Radio”
can be heard every Monday from 11
a.m. to 1 p.m. at 1460 on the AM dial.
“I hold hard-hitting interviews and

share my thoughts on political issues
spanning the gamut.”The show’s
website is
www.PowerPoliticsRadio.com.

Arieh works hard to develop a
distinctive radio voice.“I had been
listening to talk radio for last 10 years
and I began to pay attention to how
they’re saying it—their movements,

their tone, how the pitch changes
with certain words,” he explains.“I’m
trying to model my own speech to
those who are very successful, in a
way that is entertaining and keeps
someone’s ear.” Some of the area’s
better-known talk-show hosts, like
Jay Severin, Howie Carr and Jordan
Rich, are role models, Arieh says, and
he is “trying to learn tricks of the
trade that will enhance my ability to
develop on TV as well as on radio.”

Besides a run for the Legislature,
Arieh also hopes to connect with an
FM station so his radio program will
reach more listeners. He and his wife,
Maimonides classmate Shlomit
(Keehn), a personal trainer and
fitness instructor, have three children
(Aviel, 6, Malia, 4 and Noa, 2) and a
fourth on the way.

Graduate Makes Case for “Republican Values” Via Airwaves, Internet

Arieh Taube ’94 in the studio.
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Ada (Greenwald) Jacobowitz, a member of the school’s first
graduating class in 1953, traveled to Israel recently for the bar
mitzvah of her grandson, Shlomo Zalman Jacobowitz. “Our son
Menahem is a dayan in a Jewish court and teaches in Torat
Shraga, whose head is a nephew of Rabbi Simon, who taught at
Mamonides,” she writes, adding,“The connection was made
when Tamy Simon Chelst ’66 came to visit in Phoenix and we
caught up on family.” Ada’s husband, Dr. Ronald Jacobowitz, is
an internationally-known classical pianist, and performed in
Haifa, Netanya and Jerusalem during their visit.

Binyamin Appelbaum ’96 has received a Loeb Award, recog-
nizing the work of journalists whose contributions illuminate
the world of business, finance and the economy for readers and
viewers around the world. Binyamin was part of a team from
the Charlotte Observer in North Carolina that produced a year-
long series on the subprime mortgage crisis. He is now the real
estate reporter for the Boston Globe.

Dr. Ernest Mandel ’96 recently completed his residency in
internal medicine at Yale-New Haven Hospital. After a year
serving as a chief resident in internal medicine at Yale, Ernest,
his wife Rachel and their son Joseph plan to move to the
Boston area, as he has matched at Brigham and
Women’s/MGH for his nephrology fellowship.

Another 1996 graduate, Dvir Weinberg, reports that he
was part of an Israeli delegation competing in the
fourth International Federation of American Football
World Cup, held in July near Montreal. The tournament
featured the best flag football teams from around the
world.

Rabbi Daniel Rockoff ’95 is the new rabbi at
Congregation Beth Israel Abraham Voliner (BIAV) in
Overland Park, KS, near Kansas City. Dani most recently
was assistant rabbi at a congregation in West Orange,
NJ. He also has taught at the Rae Kushner Yeshiva High
School in Livingston, NJ and worked as program coordi-
nator and assistant director for the Orthodox Union’s
Department of Community and Synagogue Services.

Maimonides Graduates Here and There…

David Roth ’07 at Yeshivat Har Etzion in Alon Shvut with Rabbi
Aharon Lichtenstein, rosh yeshiva. David says:“I made a Siyyum
and my Chavruta decided to invite R. Lichtenstein.” (June 2008)

Members of the Class of '94 get together following the aliya of classmates
Bracha (Shapiro) and Adi Krohn. Featured are Brocha (Ginis) and Rael Strous,
Medinah (Katchen) Korn, and Bracha (Shapiro) and Adi Krohn, and most of
their children. (Photographed by Medinah's husband Akiva Korn.)


